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Remapping New Guinea

ew Guinea is one of the ur-sites for the production of anthropological and
ecological knowledge. From Alfrt'd Bussel Wallace through Jared Diamoud,
the staggeling biological and cultural diVt'rsity of the island has been
presented as a function of its unique natural 'lualities. Works by tht' likes
of Marilyn Strathern and Aletta Biersack have challenged this nxluctionist
formula, drawing attention to the tlialectical relationship between nature
and culture. Thest' critical works have done much to situate accouuts of
New Guinea's nature within the sociohistorical context of its production.
And yet they have been less effective at displacing notions of New Guinea
as a self-contain cd parable of evolutionary outcomes that dominate popular
notions of the island. Inhabitants of the island, both human and nonhuman,
relnain compelled to articulate their claims according to the {~lIniliar ,LWS

of nature and culture used to locate New Cuirwa within the popular imagi-
nation. It is on this terrain that inhabitants of New Guirwa arc compelled
to articulate themselves to researchers, nongoverIlutental organizations
(NCOs), and other "uutsit1ers." In order to becouH' subjects of political
concern, the people, plants, and animals of New Gninea must render
themselves legible within this grid of intelligibility used to produce them
as objects of research.

one of these problems are reasons not to write about New Guinea.
Instead, they inform a daunting political and intellectual agenda for research
that is simultaneously alert to the historical amI social processes through
which New Guinea has been produced ,lS an object of rest'arch amI the
forms of knowledge and power that constmction makes possible (Waimvright
2(05). Two books by Stuart Kirsch amI Paige West take up this challenge.
Both are grounded by long-running political commitments to the people
with whom they have done their research. Kirsch's account draws from
nearly two decades or political engagt'mcnt with the Yonggoln peoples'
stmggles with the devastating effects of the Ok Tedi mine and the arhitrary
political division of the island into indt~pendent Papua New Guinea and
Indonesian-controlled Irian Jaya. His use of the term "West Papua New
Guinea" for "Irian Jaya" follows through ou those eonunitnwnts, positioning
his work within long-muning struggles j()r independenc(~ in which the
subjects of his text are involvetl. West's text is in{(lflncd by a similar depth
of political (:ommitment. Instead of fighting euvironmental destruction,
however, her accouut engages a complex and overlapping set of efl()rts to
presCive nature in the Crater Mountain vVildlife Management Area. Both
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authors prest'ut richly dt'tailed ethnographic accounts of the places where
they have dOlle their rest'arch, explorillg the ways in which those places
have lwen prodllced, contested, and maintaiTwd through rnultibceted rela-
tions betwt'ell human and nonhuman clements. Both use ethnography to
makt' the voices of the people with whom they have lived and conducted
research heard by a larger audience, fusing their respective political com-
rllitments with scholarly inquiry. Their situated accounts of conservation,
ruilling, and political stntggle challenge prevailing concepts and categories
uses to locate New Guinea. Their respective dl()rts raise thorny questions.
vVhat are the merits of "applied" or "activist" research with regard to
transf(mning deve1opmt'nt practict:'s? or what relevance are they to on-
the-groulld political mobilizatiolls? Undt'r what conditions is it possible to
call something "indigenous knowlellge'''? vVhat does that kYlowlt:'dge con-
trihute to bow societies make sense of capitalism? Or does that knowledge,
pmticularly when pncsellted in terms of ethnograpby, simply provide a
more TlIlallced nnderstanding about how indigenous Pt'oples are subjected
to capitalism?

Both texts offer rewarding possibilities li)r engaging these (luestions,
particularly with regard to tlll'ir eflints to pnxllll:e understandings of New
Guinea that provide greatt'r spact' li)r grasping the political stakes of tht:'
struggles they (!cscrihe. In both accounts, New Guinca emerges as a dense
site of interconnections Ill'tween villagers and capitalisnl, birds and con-
servationists, scientific inquiry amI political struggle. Togetht:'r they con-
tribute to a political ecology attllned more to historical and geographical
processl's of exchange and contestation than to evolution and cultural iso-
lates, providing a critical "vocabulary li)r describing, first of all, ecological
variahility and, second, the dynamics of those interchanges" (Biersack 2006,
2.5). The New Cuirwa(s) they describe come to life as sites that bind Nt'w
York conservationists and transnational mining cOJ1)orations with people
li\ing in seemingly relllOte and isolated places, supplanting the distance
that undt'rlies hegemonic understandings of that rdationship with intricate,
ethnographic accollnts of their lTlutual constitution. In this review, J situate
both tt'xts within rcccut "vorks in political ecology tlrrough engaging their
respcctivt' tn'atllll'nts of spacc and place. Building on both authors' efforts
to descrihe "N ew Guinea" as a space that has been historically constructed,
this review addresscs the illlportance of historieizing their respective
inquiries hy assessing their contributions to political eeolohry.

Looking at Birds-of-Paradise: Critical Ontologies of Nature

The field of political ecoloh'Y today confronts a set of ontological challenges.
vVhile sOl!le critics havc argue that the field has lost all sense of "ccology"
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and "politics" as discrete topics of inquiry, others havp set about <Ilwstion-
ing the stability of those terms by way of getting at underlying assumptions
about the difference betvv'een nature amI socipty. Both Kirsch and West
grapple with this latter question ,L'; a fumlamcntal part of thpir respectivp
efforts to question the assumptions used to locate New Guinea within the
Western imagination. This approach raises a fundamentally ontological set
of questions about how the context for studips in political ecoloh'Y is dpfined.
The facts of New Guinean nature and cultnre art' not to be f<lIlfld in schol-
arly accounts anti on maps. Rather, both authors draw attention to thp
materiality of Ncw Guinea through the singularity of thp monwnt in which
it is experienced and interpreted in terms of systematic '\vorldview." New
Guinea is constantly in a state of becoming, a space constructed through
interactions between its remarkable huma and cons<:'lvationists, bdwe<:'n
indigenous peoples and resean:hprs. By treating the facts not as they are
but in terms of how they havp come to be, both texts elaborate a critical
ontolo!:,'Ythat interlaces dominant understandings of New Guinea with pos-
sibilities for thinking otherwise. In contrast with more explicitly postcolo-
nial approaches to this task that {iJCUSon discourse and texts, Kirsch and
West ground their accounts in empirical obselvations as a nll'ans to intro-
duce alternative interpretations of bmiliar objects. In both texts, empiri-
cism provides a material basis filr bringing other possihle relationships amI
ways of being into view.

IntrigUingly, birds-of-paradise figure prominently in the introdnctions of
both texts. The birds' hune is not unwarrantpd. Their iridescent plumage
and elaborate mating displays arc striking, creating a spectacle around
which multiple perspectives converge, entangling disparate sets of social
relations and bluning the distinction between human and nature. As objects
of nature, birds-of-paradise have long been a (iJCUSof Enro-American imag-
ination. By Kirsch's account, this fascination tract's back to 1.'522,when the
only ship to survive the Magellan voyage returned bearing five skillS of
the bird and a cargo of cloves (Kirsch 2006: 28-29). So spectacular were
the Shins that they elicited three centmies' worth of speculation, shaping
European imaginations of the world. It was not until Alfred Wallace
described the hirds in their "natural hahitat" in I1'557 that more was known
about their hahits and traits. And yet, by then, as Kirsch argues, the bird
had been so shaped hy European imagination as to irredeemably shade any
account of its natural history. As such, tlescriptiolls of the birds' habits
could only build on the fetish of its plumage, adding detail to an image of
New Guinea alrea<ly well established in the Euro-American geographical
imagination. As Kirsch notes, specimens of the binI were asst'mbled in
metropolitan museums together with skulls from headhunting missions and
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other mtifacts compiled as evidence of New Guinea's primeval state of
nature and culture (Kirsch 2006, 27).

Kirsch's attempt to challcnge that geographical imagination casts the
birds as mediating relationships bt-'tween the Yonggom and Euro-Americans,
drawing on Yonggom understandings of the bird as a powerful historical
agent. Two images are contrasted. The first is an advertisement from a
1912 British women's fashion magazine showing a woman wearing a hat
adorned with yellow bird-of-paradise plumes. The second is a 1989 photo
by the author of two Yonggom men preparing for a yok perfi:mnanee in
which they will effectively become the binI, adorning themselves with
feather and body paint bef(lre performing a dance that mimics the birds'
elaborate courtship display. The reader is invited to see in these juxtaposed
images the nses of birds-of-paradise !()r "comparahle forms of self-
decoration." These images, the text argues, were never before juxtaposed,
their deliberate separation perpetuating "assumptions about cultural differ-
ence, geographic distance and historical independence that remain central
to Euro-American imagination of New Guinea" (Kirsch 2006, 37). This
point is further drawn in contrast to the ways in which the hird is a his-
torical actor "by eliciting Euro-American interests in science, and later in
Ltshion and commerce, hirds of paradise attracted outsiders to the region
and mediated their interactions with the Yonggom" (Kirsch 2006, ,54). The
text's elaim to present a "reverse anthropology" hinges on these two related
points. First, we arc asked to sec in the birds an embedded set of social
relations obscnred by their fetishization as an object of scicntific study and
!~lshion.Second, we are asked to see them as agents thcmselves, cngaging
in a nlllning deflate about the agency of nature spurred on by the late Val
Plumwood, among others (Head 2(07). This second point is a key aspect
of Yonggom analysis, engaging the nonhuman as historical actors. Following
on the book's elaim to usc "indigenous analysis" to challcngc anthropologi-
cal categories and concepts amI open up new political possibilities, seeing
the birtls as agents opens up a rich realm of communication between the
human amI nonhuman that structures Yonggom knowledge.

\Vest also enlists birds-of-paradise to introduce her text. In her account,
the binI-of-paradise acts as an object whose movement helps both con-
stitute and mediate complex social networks. The bird-or-paradise in her
text appears not on women's hats or on the bodies of highland dancers but
instead in a Madison Avenue storcfront and on the pages of The New
Yorker magazine. Like Kirsch, she describes how in each appearance the
bird is abstracted from the relationships that hrought it to New York. At
the same time, the images are used to bring New Gninea, as it were, to
New York, inserting it into the daily life of the metropolis as a commodity.
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The juxtaposition is well captnrco in The New Yorker altide that describes
a reception hosted at a posh midtown Manhattan hotel by Wildlife
Conservation Intemational, a pmt of the New York Zoological Society (now
better known as the Wildlife Conservation Society). The short mticle intro-
duces the reader to "Wildlife Conservation Intemational, the island of New
Guinea, birds of paraoise, ano an ethnolinguistic group knowll as 'the
Gimi'" through a narrative of an im,itation to a talk on conselvation efforts
in Papua New Guinea (West 2006, I). The juxtaposition that West is after
appears in the text of the invitation quoted in the article, countt'lvosing
the scientific obselvation of the binI-of-paraoise as "one of the last of a
spectacular species" with a local Gillli guide's vision of "the spirit of his
ancestor." Where Kirsch uses his juxtaposition of images to lll;ng a set of
hidoen exchange relations into view, West uses the juxtaposition to intro-
duce the tangled connections between "New York amI New Cuinea,
conservation and development, and birds of paradise and commotIities"
(West 2006, 4). West's locus on relationships introduces a sophisticated
Marxist analysis as opposeo to a distinctly inoigenous li>nn, introoucing
her approach to understanding tIlE' production of space through social
relations.

Their respective uses of birds-of-paradise serves at least two important
analytical and methodological purposes that contribute to a critical ontolo-
gy. First, it blurs the distinction between nature and culture, presenting the
relationship between people and birds as an open-ended zone of cognitiou.
This blurring is not entirely new. With specific rderence to birds-of-
paradise, Jared Diamond characterizes their showy displays as a form of
risky behavior akin to adolescent human boys' "hlSt driviug or cOJlsuming
oanger drugs" in order to attract mates (Diamond 1992, 199).1 This sort of
functionalism-behavior as function of biological imperatives-defint's the
kino of sociobiolo/-,'Ythat New Cuinea is often used to illustrate. Still, Kirsch
draws a similar connection between Yonggom dancers and metropolitan
women in the early twentieth century, claiming that they all use "the sub-
lime beauty of the plumes ano the rhythnlic nature of the danc!:' to con-
tribute to the desired effect of seouction" (Kirsch 20()(j, :37). Unlike
Diamond, Kirsch is <plick to point out that this attraction is not biologically
determined. Instead, the specific uses of the plumes by birds and people
varies speaks to diflerent notions of beauty and social relations (Kirsch
2006: 226-27n 17,18). In contrast with Diamond's fllndiollalism, Kirsch
presents us with an open-ended set oj"performances whose interpretation
helps constitute the difference in relationsllips between Yonggolll, metro-
politan society, and birds. Ecology here characterizes a range of" interac-
tions between nature and culture, describing a set of emergent properties
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ratlwr than providing an explanation of their differences. In West's account,
E:'t:olo!-,'Yplays a similar role in bringing together a seemingly disparate set
of politit:al ('lelm'nts rather than providing a rationale for their alignment.

This approach hreaks with the "prehistoric ontology of modernity" that
draws a hard and fast distint:tion between nature and culture (Raffles 2002,
209n9). Put differently, if objects of stmly are historically produced then
the study of tlwir constitution must also historicize the f(mns of inquiry that
they have made possible (Binsack 2006, 19; Wainwlight 2005). This critical
ontological approach avoids the circularity of arguments that political E:'col-
o!-''Yis neither sufficiently political nor ecological by raising key questions
ahout how the "political" amI the "ecological" are mutually constituted as
categories of analysis. Instead of seeking out a definitive clellnition of either,
this approach draws attt'ntion to the interplay between categories, advanc-
ing a relational approach that remains materially grounded (Haffles 2002;
Braun 2002; Kosek 2(06). The historical constitution of "New Guinea,"
·'the Highlands," "wildlife llIanagpment areas," and the "f(lrest" as spaces
nlust therpforp Iw accounted for. Failurp to do so concedes the most fun-
dallwntal poiut of contpntion in struggles over resources, namely, where
tlwy occur, as gpographer Joel \Vainwright notes e1spwhere. I,ike "nature"
and "culture," "space is a problem to be explained, amI not a scale of analy-
sis to 1)(' embraced" (Wainwright 2005, 1034). West takes this task up
through engaging ddlatt's in geography about the "production of space"
described bplow. Heading conservation as development, West demonstrates
how tlw objpds targeted by conservation are constituted through intel"<lc-
bons lwtween villagers, conselvationists, researchers, and state officials.
\Vithout dpnying the materiality of the nature constituted through those
interactions, \Vest's analysis is not empirically confinpd. By showing how
naturp is nutltiply producpd and contested, she illnstrates the diversity of
ways iu which "nature" conK'S into being rclatioually through interactions
between 11IImaus and Ilonhumans alike. Her analysis rejects any approach
to conselvation (or development) that tah,s nature as a fixed c:ategory
whose boundaries can be neatly demarc:ated a1\(1instead forces an engage-
nwnt with how those practices I)ling a hetprogeneous array of natures into
being (Braun 20(1)).

Kirsch's ac:c:onnt takes a different route to rethinking nature that tnrns
to practices and concepts that people in a given locale use to make sense
of nature. I,ike \Vest, his is also a relational approach, reviving a line of
inquiry that traces hac:k to similarly therned works in environmental antluo-
pology. Norman Whitkn's (198.5) SiclUlng(/ Huna and Phillipe Descola's
( 1996) S]Jmrs (~fT1Viligltt come to mind for their earlier attempts to describe
indigpnous umlcrstandings of the environment that exceed Euro-American
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notions of "nature" as the basis fix hlr-reaching reconsiderations of devel-
opment and conservation. Kirsch's text compellingly r<'turns to that ques-
tion, here revived as the basis for undcrstanding how Yonggom people
perceive of and engage with the transfimnations brought about by the Ok
Tedi Mine. The steady stream of sediment spewed fillth by the mine is
thus cast in terms of its effects on a natnre that is always already profoundly
formed by Yonggom practices.

Taking this critical ontological approach is trick)' business, particularly
when it comes to such foundational categories as natnre amI culturf'. Too
often, a critic<J approach to one becomcs OVf'r1yreliant on an uncritical use
of the other. If the sociobiologists have been too ({Hick to n>duce culture
to a function of nature, approaches to nature as socially constructed are no
less prone to making equally reductive arguments aboHt the importance of
culture. Kirsch's claim to doing a "revcrse anthropology" attempts to rectify
this tendency by exploring how mining has both affected Yonggom peoples'
conception of the world and transformed it. This approach importantly
steps outside of conventional assessments of mining's impacts on a previ-
ously defined f'nvironment, exploring how both concepts are constituted
relationally by Yonggom people. For all its innovation, this approach replac-
es an essentialist um1crstanding of nature with an e({ually essf'ntialist notion
of culture. Indigeneity is thus regarded as an already constituted category
that exists prior to its ent<mglement with the Ok Tcdi mine, to say nothing
of its relationship to anthropology. This has the effect of packaging his rich
dcscriptions of Yonggom practices within a categOlY easily digeskd by
anthropologically trained readers. The result is an all-too-f~\Iniliar ontology
that bounds Yonggorn umkrstanding in terms of 1~\Iniliar fimns of differ-
ence. Seeing binls as agents requires tlllling into the enchantment or place,
the powers of sorcery, and mythical encounters-all themes explorecl in
subsequent chapters of the book. Each denotes a rf'cognizable limn or
indigeneity intended to both undf'rscore the alterity of Yonggom under-
standings and render them legible to a Western alHlif'TH.:eas indigenous
peoples. Using sorcery, place, and myth to indcx Yonggom knowledge thus
circumscribes analysis within the I~uniliar contours of indigeneity. The
strength of Kirsch's argumcnt filr sceing birds-of-paradise as historical
agents is thus structured according to all-too-f~uniliar understandings of
indigenous knowledge, with the effect-most likely unintended-of giving
the binI's agency outside the structure or Yonggom lllluerstandings. The
effect is one of opening the door to a different understanding of nature,
only to constrain it by an eminently colonial distindion-indigpnf'ity-that
is no less llrmly embedded in the constitution of modernity.
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\Vest's use of the birds-of-paradise strikes a different tone here, attend-

ing to the spatial and temporal coconstitution of nature and culture that are
at once resolutely material and relational (Rafflcs 2002, 208n8). Her reluc-
tance to assign the birds' agency harks back to a dialectical approach to
nature and culture that avoids the oppositional structure that humanist
approaches often invoke. West studiollsly avoids assigning "thc Gimi" the
stability of Illeaning that their identifkatiou as indigenous peoples would
afford. One might sec this as undermining any chance of Gimi villagers
presenting themselves as "indigenous" in the terms that Kirsch sets fOlth.
This is a possible rf'ading, though it is arguably a limited onc. For part of
what is at stake is precisely a matter of ontology, of seeing "the Gimi" not
as houll(lcd by I~uniliar markers of tlifkrence but rather as a heterogeneous
entity that is always in the proCf'SS of becoming. West effects a similarly
destabilizing 1I10veon notiolls of the "political" and thf' "ecological," blur-
ring the boundaries hetween nature and culture without htlling back into
the crude functionalism that both she and Kirsch oppose. At the samf' time,
even a dialectical approach assigns a certain stability to thc concepts that
describe its poles. The dialectic codifies a struggle, hlshioning from its con-
frontation a logic that promises a "reconciled truth" and the constitution of
a universal l11unan subjf'ct (Foucault 2003: 58-59). Kirsch's emphasis on
indigenous modes of analysis is instructive insofar as it presents an alterna-
tive ,ndaphysics grounded in Yonggom e>"11eriencf'and analysis. A critical
outoloh'Y do('s this, engaging the materiality of the worltl not as something
that already exists but instead tlmlllgil its experience, opening up dynamic
modes of cognition tllat allow Illr tilt, development of alternative meta-
physical fnllneworks. Tllis kind of critical ()Iltolo!-,'Y,grounded at once in the
material reality of birds, people, trees, amI so flJrth and yet attuned to
the wry difkrent ways in which tllt'Y arc experienced rclationally, forms a
conwrstone of a "critical natmal history" (Raffles 2005). Such a task moves
toward addnJssing "New Cuinea" as a problematic of its own, a place
constituted through multiple historical and spatial processes and thus never
just a hackground Illr other kinds of activities.

Spectral Demarcations: Space, Place, and Scale

The diffprences of approach between Kirsch and West arc all the more
notable in their respective treatments of space and place. Like Arturo
Escobar (2001, 2009), Kirsch argues f(Jr a defense of place against asser-
tions of Indonesian sovereignty and the ellcroachment of mining activity
for entirely sensible political n'asons. Bnilding on the kind of critical ontol-
ogy approach descri]wd above, the starting points f(>r his accounts are
matelial-a plume from a bird-of-paradise, a skull honsed in a museum, a
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wooden shield. Placed within the context of their production by Yonggolfl
people, however, these empirical elements take on WIY difTtTent meanings,
articulating what Kirsch describ(~s as a "sense of place" revealed by ritual
am} magic (Kirsch 2006, 76). Like Escobar, Kirsch claims that an ~!ngage-
ment with Yonggom sense of place providps the basis for eritically reassess-
ing the practice of anthropology in tandem with advancing the calise of
social movements. In those struggles lies the possibility lilr alternatiw
fi)rms of power and knowledge. Kirseh's insistencf' that we take those forms
of knowledge on their own terms is one of the book's strongest points.

Kirsch's intention belies a familiar scholarlv desire to integrate culturally
specific fi)fllls of understanding with domin'ant debates within the disei-
pline of anthropolot,'Y through ethnography. Through explaining a set of
explicitly eultural understandings, his application of indigenous modes of
analysis seeks to contribute to our-a scholarly, Anglophone audience-
understanding of Yonggom lives. This formulation bears a f~lIniliar assump-
tion: through our better understanding of Yonggom analysis-espeeially
where it disrupts more bmiliar anthropological understandings-we might
better appreciate their struggles with modernity. As Kirseh would have it,
there exists a eertain continuity of thought and action that eonnects initia-
tion ceremonies with taking the mining companies to court that pivots
on Yonggom understandings of reeiproeity. Kirseh's deseription of how
Yonggom desires fi)r reeiprocity with the mining company ,u'e "unrequited"
is partieularly eompelling, elaborating on a series of creative reworkings of
tradition that arise when Yonggom forms of analysis art' pushed to their
limits. And yet Kirseh's sensitivity to indigenous modes of analysis here
strains against the Li)fln of the text in a number of ways. Ire eertainly elieits
the sympathies of the reader fi)r Yonggom struggles-who eannot be moved
by deseriptions of mine tailings literally hurying peoples' lives in mml? But
how are we to reciprocate on that relationship if tlw translation perfi>rJned
by Kirseh heels to the familiar tug of explaining them to liS, eonveyin~
through text a "sense of plaee" to his readers?

Though Kirseh works admirably to give Yonggolll analysis its due, the
text is framed aeeonling to a rather eonventional understanding of politics.
The introduetion presents, in suceession, sections on "The People," "Senses
of Place," "The Hcfugces," and "The Mine," eomplete with a loeator map.
Each seetion introduces the eharacters in the book in rather eonventional
terms, eategorizing them by ethnolinguistic grouping, demography, ~eolo-
gy, and so on. This bow to eonvention is understandable. For Ellro-Ameriean
readers, it helps loeate the study within a f;ulliliar epistenlOlogieal frame.
Sueh an effort is arguably necessary to delivering 011 the text's e1aim to
establish the importance of Yonggom analysis to allthropolo~ieal debates.
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In this regard, it complements his extensive work as a political ally of the
people he studies, using his academic credentials to vouch for Yonggom
political claims. Yet, by using Yonggom modes of analysis to subvert anthro-
pological conventions, their alterity is reinscribed. In spite of Kirsch's claims
to a novel approach, the text ultimately repeats many of thc dilemmas
found in earlier works in cultural el:Ologythat made indigenous knowledge
of the environment a central concern. Kirsch's effort to prescnt a Yonggom
worldview ultimately renders them vulnerable to bcing assimilated within
\Vestern desires to witness that alterity by way of becoming more tolerant
and accepting of those dilTerences. For all that is interesting about that
alterity, at the end of thc text it appears that it does precious littlc to make
the Yonggom any less vulnerable to transnational mining companics and
the militmy apparatus of the Indonesian state. Instead, the Yonggom arc
once again located according to thc very axes of cultural difference and
physical distance that Kirsch seeks to disrupt.

This is not to say that being indigenous is without meaning-Kirsch's
political commitmcnts inform his sense of thc term's immediate utility to
Yonggom people for rendering their claims legible befc)re courts, inter-
national development agencies, and transnational activist networks. As a
concept, indigeneity delimits tht, terrain in which both "traditional" and
"modern" are mutually constituted as meaningful categories. Kirsch's argu-
ment about the importance of "indigenous modes of analysis" is well taken,
but at some lew,1 it also limits engagcment with what might be more
properly termed Yonggolll forms of analysis. Indeed, some of the more
compelling parts of his book are those that engage the ways in which
Yonggonl (lnns of analysis hlil to be sufficiently "indigenous," circumscrib-
ing the effectiveness of certain political strategics. Kirsch addresses this gap
in a passage describing Youggom interpretations of bringing claims for
compensation against the mining company. The legal strateb'Yof taking the
mining company to court productively interweaves state-sanctioned forms
of justicc with Yonggom emphasis on reciprocity, allowing the Yonggom to
cast the mining company as a single entity that can be addrcssed through
relations of reciprocity. That thosc effixts go "unrequitcd," as Kirsch notcs,
underscores Yonggom peoples' distinctive interprctation of thc evcnts,
leading them to bring more l:OmpensatOly claims that effectively curtail
mining activity. And yet at the same time, those claims have made the
Yonggom vulnerable to ehallcnges that they care more about money than
about the land in question, a charge that effectively qucstions the legiti-
macy of their indigeneity. Equating Yonggom identity with being indige-
nous confilses a key distinction between the literal usc of the term to
describe a historically and geographically situated form of knowledge and
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its more conventional use to describe a broader engagement with colonial-
ism. Kirsch addresses the question of how "Yonggom" identity relationally
comes into being too briefly in his account of identity formation among the
Yonggorn-speaking Muyu "rehlgees" from Indonesian-controlled Irian Jaya.
Rather than assnming the structural stability of indigeneity as a means of
identifYing differences, it seems to me that the political relevance of the
term has to be taken up in light of how its meaning is prodneed. This
approach has to begin with a critique of imIigeneity's "sedentary meta-
physics" expressed in terms of an essential link to place amI instead engage
with how the space of indigeneity is constituted (Li 2(00).

This tension should be bmiliar to anyone who has attempted a similar
balance between political engagement, scholarly critique, and intimate rela-
tions with the erstwhile subjects of study (llale 2(06). In spite of the text's
attempt to have readers see and think otherwise, the framing effectively
subverts the ensuing analysis to the f~lIniliar binary of inside/outside. It
makes it possible for a reader to appreciate Yonggom struggles in terms of
the defense of place. But it also limits Kirsch's efforts to understand
Yonggom struggles in relational terms by hewing closely to a kind of meta-
structure of inside/outside. This shortcoming is hardly unique to Kirseh's
text. Geographers have devoted much ink to dissecting the analytical
salience of place-but those debates are not referenced here. Reading
more geographers is not the solution to this dilemma (why replicate dis-
ciplinary divides'?). Rather, the point is to open up a more ecumenical, even
antidisciplinary, discussion of place (among other things).

The treatment of spaee in West's text provides a striking contrast. In her
case, place is not something whose meaning can be sensed, nor is it unilat-
erally made by any single party. Rather, place serves as a location where a
"complex constellation of social relations intersect," to borrow Doreen
Massey's turn of phrase. West does not engage Massey directly in the text,
but her ethnography of conservation in the Crater Mountain vVildlife
Management Area elaborates Massey's call fix a "progressive sense of
place" adequate to grasping the translocal qualities of the relationships
described and contributing to an understanding of how "place" can be a
political project (Massey 1994: 1.51-.52). Massey's arguments draw critically
on Henri Lefebvre's (1991) notion of space as socially produced, a concept
that West demonstrates (also drawing on Lefebvre) through her descrip-
tions of how Gimi villagers, NGOs, rescareh scientists, and state officials,
among others, have produced the Crater Mountain Wildlife ManagelTH-'nt
Area through their complex and often unruly interactions. vVest also import-
antly extends her inquiry to include relationships with nonhumans. In
West's account, there is no inherent, endogenous Gimi nnderstanding of
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place that defines the essence of what Crater Mountain is (or ought to be).
Rather, that meaning is defined re!atior!ally through processes that draw
together multiple identities and histories. The uniqueness of Crater
Mountain as a place derives from these interactions as opposed to deriving
from its inherent qualities. There is no inside of thcse interactions that is
not simultaneously vulnerable to being pushed outside and excluded from
those interactions. The discussion of Harpy Eagle conservation efforts in
ChaptE'r (1compellingly makes this point. Like Kirsch, WE'st gives ample
timE' to Gimi modes of analysis, introducing the eagle to us through its
relationships with villagers. Conservationists in turn rely on the intimate
relationships between individual villagers and the birds to locate nests and
target areas fell'special management that ultimately threatcn villagE'rs'rela-
tionships with the binI, turning it into a commodity whose symbolic value
as an icon of the f(lrest displaces villagcrs' ability to maintain their own
relationships with the binI. There is no essential mcaning of place-as
forest, as cagle habitat, or even as village territory-to bc dcl(>nded here.
\Vest's E'mphasis on the relationships bctwcen eagles, villagers, and
researchers, among others, underscores how space is produced through the
interaction of multiple, contested notions of nature and culture.

Part of the difference between West's and Kirsch's accounts can be
attributed to the very different political situations in which thcy arc inter-
vening. The Ok Tedi and Fly HiveI' basins are undergoing a process of
radical physical transfe)fJnation such that the possibilities fell' sustaining
Yonggom livelihoods, to say nothing of birds-of-paradise, sago palms, and
other nonlllllllan Jil(' le)fJlls, are sevcrely constrained if not altogether
annihilated. By cOlltrast, the Crater Mountain Wildlife Managcmcnt Area
remains a place of "pure possibility." That is not to say that those relation-
ships (and the potential they represent) are not vulnE'rablE'to displacemcnt
and disruption-they are. But it is to say that the thrE'ats are less cata-
strophic and thus leave open the possibilities for engaging creativdy in
processes of placc making as \Vest sees herself doing that are much morc
constrained in Kirsch's case. But West's account does offer a more nuanccd
attention to place as a political project through its emphasis on rclationality
that leaves ample room fell'assessing how relations to capitalism. the WE'st,
nature, and so on will vary considerably from place to place.

This leavE'Sa number of questions unanswered, particularly with regard
to space. Both Kirsch and \Vest describe colonizE'd spaces of nature and
culture as multiply eontested. However, neither author does much with the
possibility of multiple spatialities that intersect and overlap. As described
above, Kirsch's emphasis on YonggOinmodes of analysis to a ccrtain cxtent
reinscribes the Luniliar binary betwcen indigenous and modern identities
in space. \Vest more directly engages multiplicity through her refusal to
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draw such distinctions, particularly when it comes to matters of time. She
employs multiple tenses throughout the book to "illustrate different under-
standings and experiences of the past, the present, and the future to show
that in daily life there is a constant slippage between the past, present, and
future in both discourses and actions" (West 2006, 2.5.5).This is smart tex-
tual strategy. But when it comes to space, \Vest is much more complacent
with the notions of local, regional, and global scales. IIer treatment of scale
as an object of inquiry rather than as a problem to be explained is puzzling.
In her initial discussion of scale, she acknowledges that Maimafu villagers
do not see these scales as "vertical or all encompassing" bel()re going on
to say that villagers '''jump scale' all the time" (West 2006, 10). The phrase
"jumping scale" comes from geographer Neil Smith (1992). West uses it
here uncritically, without regard to critiques of the concept that call into
question its production and ontological assumptions (Brenner 200 I; Marston
et al. 200.5). In spite of her claims to deliver a multiscaled and multisited
ethnography cognizant of the "agency at or within each scale," it remains a
book that is very much about Papua New Guinea as particular scale of
analysiS.A serics of locator maps in the introduction reinf()rces this impres-
sion. In the maps, Crater Mountain Wildlif(~Management Area is depicted
as nested within a Papua New Guinea that in turn floats in isolation sur-
rounded by a grayscale sea. (Curiously, Irian laya/West Papua New Guinea
is not depicted in the map at all, its would-be location depicted as the same
color as the surrounding sea.) The text concedes a certain critical realism
that rnns counter to its dforts to critique how it is that Papua New Guinea
becomes an object of rescarch.

Ideas of Order: Ethnography

This raises one final point about both texts. Is ethnography up to the task
of accomplishing the tasks set f(Jrth in each book? For all their respective
critiques of capital and nature as dominant terms that obfuscate relations
that are far from monolithic, does not culture--etlmos-ofkr similar cover?
Do ethnographies by definition make culture into a system, producing
their own f<mns of reason and authority as well as the objects of their
inquiry? Is there a way to engage with the materiality of a given locale
without presenting it nOlnothetically? Hugh Haffles's (2002) magnificent In
Amazonia is one example of how new !(mns of analysis require new genres
of writing. Michael Taussig's corpus charts a similar path. One might coun-
ter that neither Taussig's nor Raffle's works arc as politically efkctivc in
the sense that West's and Kirsch's works are. AmI yet shouldn't the task of
critical studies of this sort be precisely to question our notion of what the
political is?
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Both Kirsch and \Vcst are clcar about thcir motivations for writing
ethnographies. For both, it represents an effilrt to carry liJr\vard the
intimate entanglements of field rescarch into scholarly production, making
the relational qualities of knowledgc production thc ccntral focus of their
aecounts. The gift of a shidd and a bilum in Kirsch's and West's respective
accounts embodies the kind of relationality that they seek to foreground in
their texts. In Kirsch's case, the shidd presented to him as a gift by villagers
bears a head carved in his likeness. Initially frustrated by this feature as
detracting from the authenticity of the shield as an artibct, Kirsch saws off
the head of the shidd in an act that mimics colonial tropes of tribal head-
hunting. Kirsch later rejoins the head with the shield, using it as an object
that "conveys thc message that we [anthropologist and villagers] are mutu-
ally a part of each others' lives" (Kirsch 2006, .5:3).In a similar Llshion, \Vest
narrates a wom,m's gifting of a bilum to her. Simultaneously imbucd with
thc initiation rites f(lr women amI value as commodity for sale to tourists,
\Vest reads thc gift of the bilum first in terms of its Gimi signillcance as
extending tlw relationship between mothcr and soon to bc married daugh-
ter. It is only later when men from the village demand the return of the
bilum lilr violating the terms of producing them lilr sale to tourists that
\Vest is lilreed to n>consid(~r.Like Kirsch's shield, \Vest's bilum beeomes a
kind of boumimy object on which multiple mcanings and social relations
inflect. In ethnographic terms, their respective conclusions are doquent if
not overdetermined. What else can a gift be if not the materialization of an
exchange relationship'? And yet by locating both objects within a systematic
accounting of exchange relationships, what other possibilities are fore-
closed'? Might not both gilts have also been about appropriating the sym-
bolic power of the outsidc anthropologists into their villagers' limns of
analysis and pmV('r'? For the reader, this is a question without an answer.
At the sallie tillie, it reproduccs the notion that a "native point of view"
always includes intellectuals who would interpret it as such. This dynamic
is lilllmled on a wlationship that takes culture as something onto logically
givcn and there to be studicd by anthropologists, as much as it generates
intdlectuals who reflect on that exchange. This is what ethnography makes
possible, but at what point docs ethnography as a limn of representation
and genre of writing prcclude other limns of critique'? Obviously, I am in
no position to pronounce whether the respective frallll'works and disciplin-
my traditions employt'd by these two texts are sufficient for challenging the
conventions that they seek to displacc. What both texts do accomplish-
amI here \Vest's book is much bctter read-is to line out some of the difTi-
culties of hying to both remicr a tcxt legible within its disciplinary grid of
intclligibility a/ld push readers to think of the those categories otherwisc.
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Conclusion

Both Kirsch and West have produced ('jne pieces of work that arf' admif<l-
ble in many ways. The level of detail, conceptual, and methodological inno-
vation in both texts deserves to be widely engaged. At yet at the same time,
both works present the reacler with considerable uncertainty, standing with
one foot firmly planted in the intellectual debates that they speak to whilf'
asking the reader to see the possibilities for thinking (and being) otherwise.
Can those possibilities he grasped with novel intell)fdatious that still hew
to familiar notions of place, cultural difference, space, and environment?
Or do they require new categories and concepts of their own? The postco-
lonialists have argued affirmatively in the case of this last qUf'stion, drawing
attention to the ways in which words shape understandings of the world
that invariably have material cOnSe(}Ilf~nccs.The task, in othf'r words, is less
about Oeshing out the details of understanding in terms of inf'scapably
colonial categories of indigeneity and nature than it is about charting the
contours of those categories, taking stock of their constraints and possibili-
ties. Setting asidf' the need to del'ine such terms makes it possiblf' to grasp,
both intellectually and politically, the spatially and temporally dynamic
ways in which those categories are constituted, contestetl, and expeliencf'd.
Both Kirsch and West have made serious contributions to this project.
Read together, their contrasting analytics mah· for a rewarding exchange
that signals their respective conhibutions to the l'ie1d of political ecology.

NOTE
I.. See I ,Ollis Pruyeet's cUllllllellt,lIy 011 Diamond alld socio!Jiol01O' at http://ionisproyed.

wo rdpress. WII tl2009/0S1 l2Ijarcd-diaIIIOlI(I-tll(~-II( 'w-y()rkt'r -IIIagazi Il('-a 11(\- hlo()(l- fell(\s-
in-png-eolHJnsioll (accessed Odoher I, 2(09).
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Res]Jonse: STUART KIRSCH

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Reverse Anthropology Redux

I first went to Papua New Guinea with an interest in questions of meaning,
but by the time I returned, such concerns had been eclipscd by power in
anthropological discourse. Writing about the \Nest Papuan reillgee crisis
and working with the Yonggom on their campaign against the Ok T(~di
mine pushed me to consider the relationship between meaning and power.
Iwanted to know whether culture still mattered in the context of such great
power disparities. Did the rituals, myth, and magic through which the
Yonggom view daily life and social relations have any bearing on these
issues? Did their understandings of the world, and more impOltantly, their




